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A modified least squares FE-method for ideal fluid flow problems

P. Neittaanmäki and J. Saranen x

ABSTRACT

A modified least squares FE-method suitable e.g. for calculating the ideal fluid flow is presented. It
turns out to be essentially more efficient than the conventional least squares method.

1' INTR.DUCTI.N 
:iîî:îåiTff'Ëiiîii?äT:':5::ii:ì.ïîï'

Recently there has been considerable interest in a treat- potential (VP) method. It turns out that the accuracy of
ment for solving ideal fluid flow problems, where the the MlS-solution is essentially the same as the one
components of the velocity field appear as unknown func- achieved by'the VP-method and thus superior to the LS-
tions. One obvious reason for this is the fact that if we method.
want to apProximate the field by linear elements, then We also point out that the presented method applies to
second order polynomials have to be used in the classical more general equâtions of the type
velocity potential or stream function formulation. For F,ti-,, : rì
these approacheswe referto Chan and Larock[1], Chung i*'.- ".' (L.2)
[2], Martin [5] and Zienkiewicz [10]. lcurl u : j,
The first âttempt was made by Doctors [3] who discretized with appropriate boundary conditions. For problems
the equations u : (å,4) (1.2) tË or'e of 

" 
velocity potential is not påssible.

fdiv 
u: Ë* t4y : 0, (incompressibility)

fcurl 
u : \*-Ëy : 0, (irrotationality)

(1 .1)
2. LEAST SQUARES APPROXIMATION

The ideal fluid flow problem requires in applications
boundary conditions for the velobity field. Accordingly,
a typical model problem reads

divu:0.' inf)
curl u : 0,

n'ul¡1 : 91,

n\\uly2: 92,

*here 11 and 12 are two components of the boundary

I such that l: f1 u 12, 11 n 12 : ø.
We briefly call attention to the approximation method
where a pointwise approximation of the boundary con-
ditions is employed.
Thus, let 96 be a field which approximates the boundary

conditions such that the conditions n . gh : 91 *d
n 

^ 
gh = 92 arè satisfied in the boundary nodes lying on

11 ,"rp. on 12 of the triangulation.
The least squares approximation u6 is chosen such that

R(uh): minR(g6 *9¡), (2.2)

where the minimum is taken over all piecewise linear
fìelds ,f¡ which satisfy the homogeneous boundary con-

ditions at the boundary nodes. The functional R(r/6) is

+ University of Jyväskylä, Department of Mathematics, Seminaarinkatu 1,5, SF-401,00 Jyväskyla 10,
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by employing linear elements and by applying line in-
tegration around every nodal point of the triangulation.
This leads to â nonsymmetric maftix equâtion which for
large matrices is numerically inconvenient,
Another approach using the least squares principle was
proposed in Hamina, Niettaanmäki and Saranen [4] as

well as in Pramila and Salonen [8], cf. also [9]. In particu-
lar, the least squares approximation with pointwise
approximation of the boundary conditions was em-
ployed in [4]. The test examples confirmed a quadratic
convergence. However, the accuracy of the fìrst âpprox:
imation was strongly influenced by the geometry of the
domain. For example, in the discussion of a flow in a

channel around a subimmersed cylindrical body the use
of linear elements with a partition of 1280 subtriangles
still yielded an error of about 7 l in the total outgoing
flux, The same kind of a phenomenon was obserued in
[8], [9] and some problem-oriented attempts for im-
proving the convergence were reported,
Here a new method - put forward by Saranen - is pre-
sented. The basic idea is to apply after each least squares
approximation â correction which better retains the con-
dition of the mass conservation. This approach also has a
theoretical motivation - in contrast to the works [8], [9]
- since it can be shown that the convergence is at least
as good as in the least squares approximation.
In the last section we shall compare the modified least

\2.r)
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the residual

R(ún) : llcurl r¡r¡¡2 + lldiv únll2. (2.3)

An equivalent form to (2.2) is the requirement
th : th * v6, v¡ C V6 such that

(curl v6lcurl96)+ (div v¡ldiv V¡) :
: - (curl Bslcurl p¡) - (div ghldiv øh) e.4)

for every g6 € Vt. Here V¡ denores the space of the trial
fields described above. Equation (2.4) leads to a sysrem
with a symmetric stiffness matrix and is easy to employ
for calculations. For further details, see [4].

and resp. onto Hj(4, f1¡ d.fined by (3.1). If u € H(div),

then the projection Qu can be determined as follows.

njtn, 11) as the solutionWe define the function w €
of the problem

fAw : div u,

l*'.' : o'

[#*l¡, = o'

Accordingly, w € Hf tn, 11) is given by

3. MODTFTED LEAS'r SQUARES METHOD

Our modification of the LS-method applies a projection

technique. We first observe some facts about L2-projec-

tions. Let f2$¿)2 de¡rore the space of all square-integrable
fields over the domain O. Moreover, let Hg(div¡ be the

space of all source free fields belonging to t2çQ¡2 anð,

abbreviate by H(div) the space of all fields ln 12 çA¡2
having divergence in I,21O¡.
The space H(div) can be decomposed into

H(div) : Ho(d.iv) + v Hf {n, r1). (3.1)

H.re Hf (4, 11¡ d"not.. the space of all functions v in

Hl1A¡ çn1 1O) is the Sobolev space of the functions in
I,21Q¡ having square inregrable first derivatives) which in
a generalized sense satisfy vl¡'l : O, #rlr, : 0 and

lv e r21O¡, For (3.1) we assume ttt"i fl is non-void.

Decomposition (3.1) is direct and if 11 : I rhe sum is

,iso I,21O¡2-orthogonal. To define the space nl1n, fl¡ on the other hand, the Poincaré inequality

we denote ty ujto, 11¡ th. HlqQ¡-.1o..rr" of ih" ,p"". llwll ( cr llvwll (3'9)

of all smooth functions in 0, which vanish in a neighbour- is valid in the space Hf tO, 11). ny wh c Hå(S¿,11)

hood of 11. Furthermore, we define estimares (3,g) and (3.9) imply that

(VwlVç): -(divule), ,enf tn,ri). (3.3)

Then we have for the projections

Qu: Vw , Pu: u -Vw. (3.4)

We define discrete analogues Q6 and P¡ for Q and P as

follows. Let w¡ be the modified Galerkin approximation

of w defined by w6 € W¡

1V w¡, lvr) : - (div u6 I v) , tr € W6. (3.5)

where W6 is the natural discretization of Hf {O, f1)
1

such that wh c Hå (o, lt ¡. w. choose

Qh rh : V w6, P6 rh : rh - V *h. (3.6)

Our modified LS-approximation ü¡ is chosen to be the

approximated source free component of u6. Thus

ñ¡, :: P¡ ut : rh -V *h : uh - Qh oh Q.7)

Finally, we consider the behaviour of the correction term
Qh oh. According to formula (3.5) holds

llV w5ll2 : - (div u6 lw¡) ( lldiv u¡ll llw6ll. (3.8)

llvw¡rll( c2lldivu¡ll. ie.lo¡

Thus, the correction term is bounded by the residual in
the least squares approximation :

llQ¡ u¡ll2 ( calldiv o6112 ( c, R(u6). (3.11)

The general scheme for calculating the approximâtion
õ¡ can be represented as follows :

1. Define.some field g¡ approximating the boundary
conclltl0ns.

2. Caløtlate v6 € V¡, by solving equation (2.4).

3. Define the LS-approximation u6 by u6 : 96 * vr.
4. Calculate div u¡.
5. Determine w¡ € W¡ according to (3.5).

6. Calculate Q¡ u¡ : V w6.

uftn,rl) : {v€ Hf to,rt) I = re r21o¡,

(Vvlve) : - (flp), e € Hå (o, 11)].

This definition means that the function v is a weak solu-
tion of the problem

lAv: t,

1"1r, 
: o, (3.2)

lrQr''.r: o'

Since 11 is non-void the problem (3.2) has a unique

solution v € Hå(4, 11; ro, every f € r2(q.
Let P and resp. Q be the projection operarors onto H(div)
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7. The approximation õ6 is now defined by

th:oh-Qhoh.
In the following applications, we have used the piecewise
linear approximations w6 in (3.5). The correction

Qh oh : V w6 is thus taken into account in each nodal

point of the triangulation as the mean value of the
gradients calculated in every adjacent triangle.

4. NUMERICAL TESTS; COMPARISON OF THREE
DIFFERENT METHODS

The usability of the modified least squares method was
tested for ideal fluid flow problems in different geomet-
rics. Here we report the results in the case of a standard
test example concerning the flow around a subimmersed
cylindrical body (see eC.[2]).
The situation in the test example is described in Figure
4.1..

A

u:0
div u: 0

n'ul =-l (4.1)
f7

"'"lr?urlu r?:o
nAulrl:0

The exact solution for (4.1) is not known. Hence, the
results are compared with the physical law which states

Fig. 4.1. Flow around a subimmersed cylindrical body

The flow is assumed to be uniform (o: qO) ât the up-

stream (x: -4a) and downsream (x:4a) ends of the
domain. For symmetry, it suffices to take only the
domain A B C D E under consideration and denote it by
Q. Let a: 1, Then we have

Q: {(*,y)€ R.2l-4(x(0,0(y( 2 andx2 +y2>t},
with the boundary I : f1 U 12, r,i,here ¡i : ¡C,D],
,' :r?vrf,urlurf *itr, rf : (o,E), rl: [E,e],

')trl: (A,BI, ü: (B,c).

We select g0 : - 1.. Consequently, the velocity field u

satisfies the equations

that the outgoing total flux at the vertical center line

¡1 : ¡C,O] should be equal to the incoming flux
u 

,e flux on 11 ."t be calculatedthrough l;: [E,A]. Th

from the integral

f u., (0, r)dr.r1

In our case its exact value is : 2,
In the calculation of the approximation solution for
(4.1), the initial triangulation of Q with h : 1 contain-
ing 20 elements was used (see Figure 4.2).

Fig. 4 .2. The finite element mesh of Cl for h : 1

Smaller sides of the triangles were used for rapid changes
of geomery and for higher velocity gradients.
A refinement of Çl was carried out three times which
yielded triangulations with 80 (h: tl2), with 320
(h: I14) and, respectively, with 1280 (h : 1/8) elements
These mesh refinements were brought about by
choosing the midpoints between two nodes as new

nodes. On the curved p^rrfi: (8, c) an adjustment

on the boundary was performed.
In order to have comparable results, the test example
was calculated for the same meshes with sides h : 1,
Ll2, Ll4 and 1-l8 by means of three different methods :

the velocity potential formulation, the method of least
squares and the modified LS-method. In every case only
linear elements were used. The accuracy of the method
was tested by calculating the approximate outcoming
flux on [C, D]

D

å "n,t (o,v)dv'

As mentioned above, the exact value of the outcoming
flux is : 2.
All computations were performed by using single pre-
cision on Univac 1100/60 at the compúting centre of
the University ofJyväskylâ. In particular, the iterâtive
overrelaxation method (SOR) was used for solving the
linear systems of equation.

4.1. VP-formulation

DE

In the vector potential formulation the field u is repre-
sented as a gradient

u: VØ

of a potential function @. This is possible because of the

a
F
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i¡rotationality of the field u.
Inconformity with (4.1) we stare for @ the boundary
value problem

A0:0 in O

frt=-t . tl

vious paper [4]. The test examples described such a
physical situation where underlying two dimensional
projections were nonsmooth. The effect of the boundary
geometry could be seen in the accuracy of the first
approximations. In some simple geometries, where the
exact solution was known, the convergence wâs tested.

It was of the same order 0 (h2) as that proved in [6] and
[7] for smooth domains.
In table 4.4. the corresponding values of horizontal velo-
city components and of fluxes as in table 4.3 are listed.

TABLE 4.4. LS-method, horizontal velocity components,
fluxes

Point h:1 h:1.12 h: rl4 h: U8

D 0.50664 0.89225 r.44782 1..67660

F 0.52388 L.04657 t.54773 1.80351

c 0.60986 L3501.7 2.06372 2.42750

Flux
(exact
2.000)

0.54108 r.09t22 r.61.440 I,86LL3

Since the error for 1280 elements is still abost 7 Z, the
conventional LS-method is not the most convenient in
this type of problems.
In numerical tests it was seen that the above results for
the LS-method can be slightly improved if we use local-
ly fìner triangulation near the point C than in the trian-
gulation presented in Figtre 4.2.

4.3. MSL-method

The efficiency of the method presented in section 3 was
tested for the flow problem described in figure 4.1, T'he
resulting values are given in table 4.5.

TABLE 4.5. MLS-method, horizontal velocity components,
fluxes

Point h:1 h: Ll2 h: tl4 h:1/8
D 1,90351 L.78695 1.77273 L.777t2

F 2.33L90 2.0L743 1.92728 1.9t693

c 2,02321 2.24203 2.45860 2.55324

Flux
(exact
2.000)

2.14892 2.05t48 2.00818 2.00036

(4.2)

*r: o ." f?

on 11

vrlufi

The variational solution space for (4,2) is

S :: {ç € Hl(O)lg : 0 on 11}
and the variational form is

(VØ lvri) : -( 1ln>- ^ ^zfor 
all 4 € S. (4.3)o,fi

When linear elements for the approximation oî. Q arc
used, the finite element space S¡ is defined as follows :

S¡ :: {tp€ C(O) lgl^ linear for every triangle A,

and 9lr1 : 0].

The finite dimensional analogy of (4.3) reads : Find
05 € 56 such that

(VótlVn) : -< 1[? > - *2 for all4 € S1.. (4.4). ,, o,lr, , n

By means of the VP-formulation the approximation ur
for u is obtained as follows : VS¡ is fiist .alculated aritd

smoothed by selecting the values of the components
oh,k, L : !,2, at the node points the me"n u"h;e ,

. Ni ôó,
'h,k(Pi): *l ¡i ffil^,
where Ni is the number of triangles A having p¡ as a

common node.
Table 4.3 presen ts the values of the horizontal componen
ofthe velocity field u6 at point C, F and D for diffãrent
discretization parameters h, The corresponding values of
approximating fluxes are also listed.

TABLE 4.3. VP-formulation, horizontal velocity com-
ponents, fluxes

-0

Point h:1 h=ll2 h: tl4 h=1i8
D 1-74054 L79204 r.79584 1,.79054

F 1.82235 L,9T7I7 r.92970 L.9265s

c 2.06775 2.32136 2.45514 2,52279

Flux
(exact
2.000)

t,86325 t.97034 t.99473 L.99942

4.2. LS-method

By comparing tables 4.4 and 4.5 it can be seen that the
MlS-method gives essentially better acclrracy than the
LS-method. The results seem to be parallell to those of
the VP-formulation, but slightly betrer.

This method was tested in various geometries in our pre-
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Fig, 4,6, Horizontal velocity component of u¡, at vertical

, center line 11 : [C,D] for h : 1/8

4.4. Summary of the numerical tests

In Figure 4,6 the results of the three different methods
are summarized. There the horizontal component of the

approximating velocity fields at vertical line 11 : [C, D]
is given, for h: 1/8.

4.5. Concluding remarks

The result of the comparison of different methods in the
above test examples was that the VP-formulation and the
MlS-method gave essentially the same accuracy in
approximation. On the other hand, it is clear that in the
cases where the VP-formulation is possible, the MLS-
method is not economic with regard to computer time
needed.
However, in many,cases the VP-formulation is not possible
An example of this is the system

curl u:j fi a given function)

divu:0 (4.s)

with appropriate boundary conditions. In this case the
LS-method can be replaced with rhe more efficient MLS-
method.
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